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ABSTRACT
Test systems are key instruments in sensor development, analysis, and research. They
provide controllable experimental conditions comparable to the practical operation environment.
It is necessary that they are highly reliable and flexible for multiple sensor types and
measurement conditions. This project is about the design and restoration of a test stand used to
analyze the response of nano-sensor arrays. This test system was designed for precise
characterization of nanosensor devices. Gas flow control and data acquisition are computer
controlled. The test stand allows five input gases, gas mixing, humidity, and temperature control
as well as real-time monitoring. The setup of the test stand’s hardware and software were
discussed in detail. The system is completely automated and synchronized for accurate analysis.
The LabVIEW programs used to interface with the hardware of the test stand were explained. The
functionality and accuracy of the test stand were verified.
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Chapter 1
Gas Sensing Background
The Importance of Gas Sensing and the Role of the Test Stand
The ability to quickly and accurately sense the presence of harmful gases is becoming
increasingly important in today’s society. Gas sensors can be used to detect poisonous gas leaks
and trigger safety alarms in buildings and portable gas detectors can be used as real-time health
monitors for personal usage. The widespread application of gas sensors includes areas such as
industrial production, automotive industries, air quality, medical applications, and more [1]. For
portable, accurate, and sensitive gas sensors, the area of metal oxide sensors has been
increasingly explored in the last few decades. The investigation of semiconducting metal oxide
sensors has evolved since its beginning in the early 20th century. Within the field of metal oxide
sensors, nanosensors are smaller in size allowing them to be lower cost, more power efficient, and
capable of detecting small quantities of gas. Their size also allows them to be portable or
arranged into functional arrays.
Nanowires are one example of a nanostructure [15]. Nanowires are comparably simple to
fabricate and can be more stable and possess a much larger surface-to-volume ratio [13]. They
display higher sensitivity, lower operating temperatures, and faster response times than other
structures such as thin films [16]. The benefits of nanostructured sensors have drawn great
interest because of their capability for low cost and high performance sensors. There are many
different forms, fabrication methods, and material options for nanosensors.
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Metal oxides are used to detect gases through their surface interactions with the
environment. The conductance of the metal oxide is changed by target gases reacting with the
surface. Due to the diverse surface properties of different metal oxides, the choice of material
affects the potential uses of the device. For example, SnO2 is a commonly studied metal oxide;
however, it has very low selectivity due to its high surface trap density. Selectivity is its ability to
identify one specific gas. To increase the detector’s selectivity, either the SnO2 needs modified or
another type of metal oxide needs to be used. Therefore, unmodified SnO2 may not be the best
choice for a sensor created to distinguish specific gases out of gas mixtures. Each metal oxide has
different properties that can affect its properties as a nanosensor device.
To test and analyze these nanosensor devices a measurement system is needed which can
control the environment around the sensor while simultaneously measuring the sensor’s response.
A key instrument in the design and development of gas sensors is the test system. Having a realtime, accurate, controllable measurement system is necessary for useful analysis. A good
measurement setup provides information with higher accuracy allowing for further development
and research. An automated, precise testing system provides a practical and convenient way to
test the nanosensor devices. Using a user-friendly software interface to control the system ensures
the synchronization of the hardware and the test conditions. Accurate timing control is maintained
for setup procedures and measurement tasks. For example, in some measurements tasks a precalculated gas volume is measured into the device chamber through the timed opening and
closing of mass flow controllers. The device response is then measured as a function of time [33].
Responses of the sensors are influenced by temperature, humidity, and the mixture of
gases present in the environment which set the basic control requirements for a test stand. Using
the test stand, temperatures between room temperature and 400 degrees Celsius are available.
When a bubbler is added, humidity can be controlled. Gas flow of up to 200sccm per mass flow
controller (MFC) is possible for testing gases and up to 2000sccm for Nitrogen purging gas. Up
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to four different testing gases can be connected to the system along with Nitrogen gas. The test
stand is capable of creating a variety of environmental conditions.
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The Mechanism of Metal Oxide Gas Sensing
There are a variety of technologies that can be used for gas sensing. Metal oxide
semiconductor sensors represent just one of the many possible methods. Metal oxide
semiconductors use a conductometric method for sensing gases which refers to the resistance
changes the sensors experience when in the presence of gases. They are one of the most
investigated groups of gas sensors due to their low cost and flexibility [1, 9]. They are capable of
excellent responses in areas such as sensitivity, response time, and maintenance. The possibility
to combine nanosensors in devices with other sensor elements and electronics is an advantage
over other gas-sensing devices [10].
A metal oxide is a semiconductor, specifically with a wide band gap, so the phrases metal
oxide and semiconductor will be used interchangeably in this report. The study of the influence of
gases on a semiconductor’s surface, such as potential, conductivity, and free carrier mobility,
started in the early 1920s [2]. The initial discoveries led to several different theories in the mid20th century. Bardeen and Brattain reported gas sensitive effects on Germanium in the early 1950s
with their theory of surface traps [3]. The initial momentum surrounding gas sensors based on
metal oxides continued to build into the mid 1950s and early 1960s [4]. Two more theories that
surfaced during this time were the boundary layer theory of chemisorption [5] and the electron
theory of chemisorption and catalysis on semiconductors [6]. The first commercial semiconductor
gas sensor was then introduced to industry in 1971 by Taguchi who founded Figaro Engineering
[7] [8].

The reason why the sensing properties of metal oxides are affected by temperature, gas,
and humidity is based in the theory of a metal oxide’s gas detection. The basic principle behind
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the gas detection revolves around the interaction of the gas with the material’s surface. The
magnitude of this change is related to the concentration of the gas [7]. Since the development of
initial gas detection models, there have been many efforts to learn specifics about the process of
the gas sensing mechanism. There are two models of operation that currently describe the sensing
operation of semiconductor metal oxides. One is the ionosorption model and the other is the
reduction-reoxidation mechanism. The ionosorption model takes into account the charge change
between different gas ionized species and the sensing surface while the the oxygen-vacancy (or
reduction-reoxidation) model considers the changes in the number of surface oxygen vacancies
and their ionization.

Table 1.1: The Ionosorption model and Oxygen Vacancy model and their Gas sensing mechanisms on SnO 2, taken
from [14].

In the ionosorption model oxygen molecules adsorb to the material’s surface where
electrons are taken from the conduction band. The adsorbed oxygen molecules become negatively
charged and at the same time, a space-charge layer forms below the oxide surface. This depletion
layer causes the energy band bending upward which increases the work function of the surface; as
a result the oxide conductance decreases. However, reducing gases react with the oxygen ions on
the surface and release trapped electrons to the conduction band [2]. Figure 1.1shows a model of
the sensing mechanism where CO is present in the atmosphere and picks up an oxygen ion from
the surface releasing an electron back into the conduction band.
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Figure 1.1: From [14], a structural model of the surface interactions for the gas sensing mechanism.

However, there are contradictions that arise. There has never been experimental evidence
for this model and while it accurately explains certain sensing behavior, it contradicts with some
classical chemical behaviors. For example, there have been no observations of O- ions or O2- ions
under working conditions, so the conclusions of O- formations are not supported by acquired data
[14].
On the other hand, the oxygen-vacancy model focuses on explaining the influence of gas
on oxygen vacancies at the material surface. For example, as an n-type semiconductor, tin dioxide
is oxygen-deficient and thus has oxygen vacancies which act as electron donors. The reduction
and reoxidation of the surface by gaseous oxygen controls the electrical conductivity [1] through
modulating the oxygen vacancy density. For instance, CO can remove oxygen from the surface
which produces an oxygen vacancy and this vacancy can become ionized which increases
conductivity. If oxygen is present, it will then fill the vacancy which will decrease the
conductivity [14]. This model is also controversial: for instance, it was found that the
concentration of oxygen vacancies calculated from the level of the conduction band in multiple
metal oxides disagreed with earlier experimental measurements.
As a summary, no matter which theory, the metal oxide conductivity is affect
significantly by the reduction and oxidation surface reactions caused by the gas. The changes in
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conductivity are proportional to the existence of specific gases, known as the gas partial pressure
which is the ratio of that specific gas over the total pressure of all gases present in that mixture.
Because of their surface reactions, nanostructures are desirable for extremely sensitive
sensors. This is because of their small grain size. In the early 1990s it was demonstrated that the
reduction of crystal size could increase sensor performance [12]. Possessing smaller grains allows
the resistance of the device to be quickly modulated by the depletion width change caused by gas
interaction. The depletion region encompasses the entire grain which leads to a speedy response
[13]. The magnitude of the conductivity change depends on the ration between the grain size and
the Debye length. The Debye length is a measure of the electric field penetration into the bulk
[10]. If the grain size is much greater than the Debye length, the conductivity is controlled by the
depletion of the surface between the grain boundaries, which exhibits a low response to gases
[14]. If the grain size is less than twice the Debye length, the entire grain is depleted and the
entire semiconductor is affected by the surface reactions. This results in a larger response.
Nanowires function well as sensing devices because their particle size is comparable to their
diameter [14].
Two very influential factors affecting gas sensors are temperature and humidity.
Operating temperature is a very important parameter for gas sensors. Many semiconducting metal
oxide sensors have a high operating temperature (above room temperature). This is due to the
nature of the oxygen surface species which exist at different temperatures. For example, at
temperatures lower than about 200C, oxygen adsorbs in its molecular form. At higher
temperatures, it dissociates into its atomic mode. In higher temperature ranges, chemisorption
(the exchange of electrons) dominates the surface reactions while in lower temperature ranges
physisorption (with no electron exchange) is the main reaction [12]. In order to active the reaction
of the metal oxide, the sensor needs to be heated. However, there is a threshold where sensitivity
achieves a maximum value and then decreases with further increases in temperature [16].
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In general, operating at a temperature closer to room temperature means that the sensor
will dissipate less power and have a longer lifetime. However, at lower operating temperatures
there are also issues to be overcome, like dependences on air humidity and longer response times.
High operating temperatures, on the other hand, have the advantage of not being greatly affected
by humidity and fast responses. Their disadvantages are high dissipated power, less sensitivity
and lower reliability [10].
Humidity is an important factor that influences sensor performance. In humid
environments, water molecules will adsorb onto the surface of the metal oxide. This adsorbed
water does not donate electrons to the sensing layers; it will lower the sensitivity of the metal
oxide. The adsorption of water molecules causes a decrease in the sensor surface area free for the
chemisorption of oxygen species. This leads to less chemisorption of oxygen species on the
surface, which significantly lowers the sensitivity [5]. The reaction between the surface oxygen
and the water molecules also decreases the sensor’s baseline resistance also contributing to the
decrease in sensitivity. Extended exposure to humidity can produce stable hydroxyl ions on the
sensor’s surface. In these cases however, the hydroxyl ions can be removed by heating to
temperatures higher than 400C [5].
From the discussion above, the response of metal oxides to either reduced gas or oxidized
gas will be critically impacted by gas partial pressure, operating temperature, and humidity.
Accurately controlling all these parameters is important to characterize the sensing performances
of a particular metal oxide. A carefully designed test stand can satisfy the requirements of
temperature, humidity, and gas pressure control.
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The Characteristics of Gas Sensors
The performance of gas sensors is evaluated by sensitivity, selectivity, and stability.
Sensitivity has been defined as the minimum value of the target gas’ concentration that the sensor
can detect. Selectivity is the ability to identify one specific gas out of a mixture of gases. Stability
refers to the capability of the sensor to revert to its original state after it has been exposed to a
gas. Response time is the time it takes to reach 90% of the steady response signal and recovery
time is the time needed to recover 90% of the original resistance in air [13]. The lower limit of
detection (LOD) is another important parameter of the sensor that relates to the lowest
concentration of gas that the sensor can detect [15].Some more criteria of importance are energy
consumption, fabrication cost, stability, and reproducibility. All of these performance parameters
are measured in a standard test stand.
Sensitivity is defined as: Snox= Rox/Rair where Rox is the resistance in oxidizing gas and
Rair is the resistance in air or vice versa for reducing gases. It is measured by flowing different
concentrations of target gas into the device chamber of a chemical stand. The change of resistance
is recorded by changing the operation parameters such as gas flow rate, temperature, and
humidity while applying a constant voltage to the metal oxide chemiresistor. For gas flow testing,
initialization procedures are required before each test. Purging processes at the beginning are used
to clear the gas manifold of any residual gas before subsequently being filled with test gases.
Another purging process follows the test completion to ensure stable conditions. N2, or synthetic
air, is typically used as purging and the timing for this sequence varies depending on the sensor.
Measurement sequences commonly include multiple concentration ramps where gas
concentration is increased and then decreased to measure the response of the sensor. Between
tests using different gases, there is a purging process and then an initialization period for the next
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test gases. These measurement sequences can include multiple gases and humidity
concentrations. The sensor temperature also has a strong influence on the selectivity and the
sensitivity of the sensors. A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) heater controller maintains
the desired sensor temperature for testing.
Figure 1.2 shows an example graph plotting sensor response versus time. In this example,
the sensors are exposed to different gases. The nitrogen is used as a purging gas during the
measurement. Between the target gas switching, there is a nitrogen purging step for sensor
initialization. This is a common setup for sensor response measurement.
From the measurement results, key parameters of response time, sensitivity, and LOD
can be extracted. The ramping up of the resistance upon initial exposure to gas shows the
response time of the sensor, while the time it takes the sensor to drop back to its baseline is the
recovery time. The maximum value the sensor achieves is the maximum sensitivity for that
temperature and gas concentration. For example, Figure 1.2 is experimental data of multiple
sensors being exposed to a sequence of C2H5OH, CH3COCH3, C3H8, CO, and H2 from [23]. For
sensor S1, maximum sensitivity (measured in Ω/Ω) is 11, 10, 4, 4, and 4 respectively for the gas
sequence. These sensitivities were found for an operating temperature of 400C with the gases at
100ppm. For sensor S6, sensitivities were found to be 8, 5, 3, 3, and 3 Ω/Ω respectively. The
response times for the sensors average about 5s for all the gases. Recovery times for the sensors
are longer. The recovery times range from 20-40s [12].
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Figure 1.2: From [23], example experimental data of sensors exposed to different gases.

Selectivity is another important metric when it comes to combining multiple sensors in
one device. A current research subject in gas sensing is developing multiplexed gas detection
arrays which need to integrate different metal oxide sensing units to one single platform. So the
property of a particular metal oxide will only have a response when exposed to its corresponding
gases. In order to enhance the selectivity of the metal oxide, there are a few methods: filtering the
atmosphere, altering the working temperature, or adding a metal catalyst to the device [11]. The
selectivity of the metal oxide can be characterized by a chemical stand. This test stand can mix
gases in a ratio designed by the user to test a sensor’s selectivity. With up to four different gas
inputs, the user can control the flow of each input gas and create a mixture of gases in the device
chamber. Each gas mixture can be adapted for different device materials and forms. Obtaining
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sensitivity data for various gas mixtures, the selectivity of the sensor can be analyzed. The
selectivity will vary for all metal oxides.
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Overview of the Test System
Over the past few decades, intense study of metal oxide gas sensors has been made using
the test stand. The requirement of the test stand is to accurately control the operation environment
parameters which are essential to the sensor’s behavior, to control the flow of gases over the
device, and to measure the resistance response of the sensor in real time.
The gas test stand rebuilt in this thesis is a fully automated, precise measurement system
that controls gas concentration, gas mixtures, humidity, and temperature. With a real-time display
and control panel, a programmable operating voltage, and user-defined gas mixtures, this system
creates a flexible and reliable system for future data acquisition of various gas sensors.
There are several sub-system components in the system. A test chamber, gas manifold,
vacuum pump, vent, gas inputs, heater, and personal computer are all part of the test system. The
gas manifold (Figure 1.3) is the section of the system comprised of the mass flow controllers and
valves routing the gas flow to the device chamber. The vacuum pump verifies the seal of the
system once a new nano-sensor device has been loaded. To expel gas from the system, an
external vent is connected to the gas manifold. The test chamber is a small area housing the
current test manifold. There are a variety of test manifolds including an RF cavity test manifold, a
DC test manifold, DIP socket adapter, and more. Depending on the device to be tested, the
appropriate test manifold can be easily attached to the system. A PID heater controller is used to
heat the device to the desired operating temperature.
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Figure 1.3: Inside of Gas Manifold Cabinet

A computer controls the entirety of the system which is used for data management and
synchronization. The commanding programs are coded in the object-oriented programming
language LabVIEW. There are two programs which can be used to create test sequences and to
monitor real-time data. Through these LabVIEW programs, the test system controls the
concentration and flow of target gases in the device chamber. The system can also measure the
current changes in the device while maintaining a constant voltage, allowing the calculation of
resistance changes from gas exposure. Without a measurement system, the gas sensors would not
be able to be tested and analyzed for their optimum temperatures and target gases.
One test stand requirement is to be capable of heating sensors to their optimum working
temperatures and maintaining those temperatures reliably for long periods of time. This test stand
includes a Watlow PID heater controller. The desired temperature is set manually and the current
temperature is displayed on the front panel.
Another requirement is for the test stand to control input gas concentrations and flow. In
the test stand, the testing gas flows are set up by switching the electrically controlled mass flow
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controllers (MFCs). MFCs are calibrated for gas concentration and ensure the high accuracy of
the gas flow. The device chamber is flexible and allows for various sensor setups to be attached
for testing. The device chamber is a key part of the test system. It has several metal parts which
have a trench forming a space for the gas to flow through. These parts are assembled and seal
together after inserting the test sample. The system is designed to provide a constant gas flow
over the device. This guarantees that the environment surrounding the device is reliable by
continually re-integrating it into the original gas mixture.
To characterize the selectivity of gas sensor, it is necessary that the test system can mix
different gases together. Five mass flow controllers are used to introduce incoming gases to the
test stand and are visible in the bottom left of the gas manifold cabinet shown in Figure 1.3. The
gas manifold cabinet is necessary to control gas concentrations and mixtures covering all ranges
of applications. The user specifies the input gases which are introduced through different MFCs
and then are mixed in the gas manifold before they are introduced to the device chamber.
Application conditions also commonly include humidity which can influence the sensor response.
It is imperative that the test system can include this humidity to accurately test the sensor under
atmospheric conditions. This test system includes variable humidity control through the use of a
bubbler that can be attached to an MFC input.
The controlling software on the test stand provides real-time monitoring and updating.
From the real-time monitoring panels, the user can clearly observe the sensor’s resistance
changing while simultaneously tracking the gas concentration through the mass flow controllers.
Timing characteristics can easily be observed and MFC flow rate can be observed to assess the
gas mixtures.
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Chapter 2
Gas Test Stand: Hardware
Overview of Test Stand Hardware
Before testing and analysis of the gas sensing devices, a functioning measurement system
is required. A completely automated and controllable test system is desirable for the
characterization of nanosensors. The system controls gas concentration, flow rate, humidity, and
temperature to measure sensor response in varying conditions. Flexibility is needed to maintain
accuracy and to fulfill diverse sensor constraints.
A precise and reliable measurement system is required for the control of the multiple
influences. It is necessary to measure the resistance changes of the sensor. This is achieved
through the control of voltage and measuring the current data. The system needs to safely handle
and exhaust toxic test gases. It has to provide humidity and temperature control for the device
chamber. Precision devices that control gas flow and concentration are required and valves are
needed to direct gases to flow over the sensor device.
The gas test stand consists of various parts to achieve these goals. The system includes a
vacuum pump (Figure 2.1 a), test chamber (Figure 2.1 b), mass flow controllers (MFCs) (Figure
2.1 c), a computer interface, gas manifold cabinet, and a main vent .There is also a Multi Gas
Controller (Figure 2.2 a) which is used to control the mass flow controllers (Figure 2.1 c) and
Nitrogen and 90PSI air supplies from the wall (Figure 2.2 b). The vacuum pump, vent, and gas
manifold cabinet ensure that the piping is leak-proof and safe. The Multi Gas Controller is the
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instrument that communicates with the MFCs. The computer allows the user to create different
tests before implementing them.

Figure 2.1: a) Vacuum pump on top of gas cabinet. b) Pneumatic chamber and DUT chamber. c) Mass Flow
Controllers.

Figure 2.2: a) Multi Gas Controller. b) Nitrogen and 90PSI air supply from wall.
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Gas Manifold Cabinet
An essential duty of the test system is to control gas concentration and route gas flow
through the device chamber. This is achieved through the gas manifold cabinet. This cabinet
contains a network of stainless steel piping that connects the mass flow controllers, valves, and
test chamber. There are six mass flow controllers which can introduce inputs to the gas manifold
cabinet. One of these is expressly used for the introduction of humidity into the system. Two of
the MFCs have a flow range up to 2000sccm and are used for the introduction of Nitrogen gas or
synthetic air for purging and initialization processes. The other four MFCs have flow ranges up to
200sccm. When multiple gases are input to the system, they are mixed within the different panels
before being introduced to the device chamber. The piping diagram piping is shown in Figure 2.3
and the physical setup of this cabinet is shown in Figure 1.3. In Figure 2.3, the displayed arrows
indicate which direction gases are capable of flowing through that section of the piping. The
different valves and MFCs dictate the directions gas is allowed to flow through the gas manifold.

Figure 2.3: Gas Piping Diagram
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There are a variety of devices contained within the gas manifold cabinet which allow it to
be a reliable instrument for sensor testing. The mass flow controllers provide precise automated
input flows to the system. On/off valves and switching valves are used to choose between panels
of the manifold and to direct the testing gas along its desired path. Different valves are
responsible for different MFC inputs, allowing for each gas input to be independently controlled
from the other. A back pressure regulator sustains steady state pressure control near the device
chamber. It is also provides relieve from excess pressure events. Individual filters are included
before each MFC to ensure the purity of the input gas and therefore the gas concentration within
the system. A pressure gauge connected to the front panel of the gas manifold is utilized for
vacuum leak checking as well as to demonstrate the real-time gas pressure within the system at all
times. In addition to the six input MFCs, there is a mass flow controller (denoted MFC8 in Figure
2.3) which can be used to maintain flow rate during lengthy testing periods.
Input gases are introduced at the bottom left of the gas cabinet before running though five
parallel filters and into the system. Target gases are sourced from respective gas bottles. After
being filtered, on/off valves allow the user to quickly sever the flow of the gas to the system. Next
the gases are run through MFCs (Mass Flow Controllers) to precisely control the flow rate of the
gases. The controlled flow rate exiting the MFCs is introduced to one of the panels of the gas
manifold. There are two different panels within the gas cabinet: a front manifold and a back
manifold. Three of the MFCs are connected to switching valves which can choose between these
two manifolds. Switching valves are always connected to one of their possible outputs and are
never technically off. The other two MFCs are permanently attached to a specific manifold: one
to the front and the other to the back manifold. These two MFCs are rated for a higher gas flow
(2000sccm) than the other four and are used for Nitrogen or another purging gas. One MFC is
separated from the others and is important for mixing gases or introducing humidity into the
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system. This input gas is introduced into a different section of the piping closer to the physical
device chamber. This is denoted as MFC7 in Figure 2.3.
Once gas is present in the manifolds it can be directed to the device testing chamber. If
using the back manifold as an input, it is the most direct path to run the gas through the TPI valve
and then through GSV9 and into the DUT chamber (refer to Figure 2.3). The gas will then run
through GSV10 and up the front manifold to the vent outlet. The front manifold can also be used
as an input. The gas will again be run through GSV9 into the device chamber and then through
GSV10. This way gas can be circulated through the DUT chamber for as long as desired. Once
the user wants to stop the gas flow, the input gas can be severed by setting the MFC to zero and
closing the input gas valve. The exhaust vent will then be opened to expel the gas safely from the
system piping.
The entire measurement system is fully automated to control the many system functions.
This test stand uses a personal computer for data acquisition and management (Figure 2.4). The
computer synchronizes the instruments to maintain precise measurements of the sensor’s timing
responses. There are two specific user interfacing LabVIEW programs used to control the gas
flow through the test stand. These programs are named Recipe_Maker_Main_2 and Run
Recipe_Main_2 and allow the user to create experiment sequences and to view real-time updates
of the system. These are explained in detail within the software section.
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Figure 2.4: Test Stand Computer underneath Gas Cabinet
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Hardware Set Up
This section will discuss the setup undergone in Fall 2012 and Spring 2013. For safe gas
testing, the hardware and software functionality both needed to be verified. All MFCs needed to
be checked for accurate control of gas flow. Valves were tested to ensure they were closing,
opening, and switching panels correctly. The system needed to be vacuum leak checked to verify
the safety of the test system for the use of toxic gases. Overall, each device was assessed and
confirmed for accurately responding to user commands.
One of the steps undertaken to establish the functionality of the gas manifold system was
the creation of a temporary plastic tubing route to a Nitrogen supply. This tubing introduced a
short-term source of Nitrogen gas to route through the system. This gas source was used to flush
the gas manifold system and double-check the accurate response of each device.

Figure 2.5: a) plastic tubing setup introducing Nitrogen into the gas cabinet. b) DUT chamber tubing running
into beaker full of water.
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Nitrogen Functionality Testing
To verify the functionality of the gas test stand, a temporary plastic tubing connection
(Figure 2.5 a) to Nitrogen gas was created (Figure 2.2 b). Nitrogen was introduced into the gas
piping system and a simple setup was used to verify the flow out of the device chamber. A piece
of plastic tubing was inserted into the DUT outlet and then into a beaker of water (Figure 2.5 b).
The appearance of bubbles in this beaker displayed the flow of Nitrogen. By watching the
appearance speed of the bubbling, flow rates from MFCs were considered and verified. The
functionality of valves was verified by cutting off the flow methodically. This verification test
was run consistently for each valve and MFC within the system. Each device was repeatedly
tested.
To create this plastic tubing setup, different connectors were ordered. Material list and
installation information are available in Appendix A. Once the setup was created, the plastic
tubing was checked for major leaks before being connected to the Nitrogen supply. This ensured
that a large flow of Nitrogen would not escape into the atmosphere and that the majority of
Nitrogen would be available to flow into the gas manifold system.
To leak-check the plastic tubing, two different methods were used. First, any major leaks
were listened for because they would have been audibly noticeable. Second, a mixture of soap
and water was created and used to coat the tubing connectors. If there were leaks, bubbles would
be seen slowly forming. No bubbles were viewed. Once it was verified there were no large leaks
in the plastic tubing, testing of the gas cabinet was continued by using the beaker of water.
Each mass flow controller was tested independently. The shutoff valves were used to
separate their testing. Each MFC was tested for a low flow rate and very high flow rate. Bubbles
would visibly speed up with the higher flow rate. Each MFC was also routed through the front
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panel and the back panel for separate verification tests. Each device was assessed as properly
functioning and responding to user commands.
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Chapter 3
Test Stand Software
The objective of this test stand is to control the environment around a device for
measurement purposes. The software makes the user capable of controlling the gas flow through
the Device Under Test (DUT) chamber. It allows for precision in the control of shutoff valves and
flow rates. It lets the user create lengthy experiments with precise steps at designated times. It
also allows for the collection of data to later be analyzed. Using one personal computer for the
measurement system creates a completely synchronized test stand.
This test stand uses LabVIEW as its controlling program. There are two different
LabVIEW programs used to interface with the hardware of the test stand. These programs are
used to control the flow rates and concentrations of the test gases along with the valves and
devices within the test stand. These programs are called Recipe Maker_Main_2 and
RunRecipe_Main_2. The interfaces of these two programs are modeled to resemble the physical
gas piping with the test stand. Different clusters, LEDS, and control boxes are used to depict
physical devices.
Recipe Maker_Main_2 is used to create the “recipe.” The recipe is the set of steps related
to the testing experiment. It controls which valves are open and the flow rates within the gas test
stand. These recipes can be simple or complicated and can include as many steps as desired.
RunRecipe_Main_2 is used to load the newly created recipe and to implement the recipe in real
time. It also allows for manual updating in case of emergencies or in case a change needs to be
made to a specific step without restarting the entire recipe.
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This section will explain the basics of each program: their functions, layouts, and how to
understand the interfaces. It will walk through the general steps of running recipes as well as the
creation of one simple example recipe using Recipe Maker_Main_2. Another example recipe is
included in Appendix B.
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Descriptions of LabVIEW Programs
To access the LabVIEW programs from the desktop of the computer, enter the Start
Menu and open LabVIEW 7.1 The programs are saved within the TestStand folder. Open both
Recipe Maker_Main_2 and RunRecipe_Main_2.

Figure 3.1: Recipe Maker Main 2 program: overview of interface panel.

Figure 3.2: Run Recipe Main 2 program: overview of interface panel.
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Using Recipe Maker_Main 2
Recipe Maker_Main_2 has a crowded interface screen. Within its window it includes a
representation of the gas piping. The black solid lines represent stainless steel gas pipes within the
gas cabinet. It also contains representations for each of the devices. The bottom portion of the
interface is where the control buttons for the user are located. These buttons are used for creating
recipes. As a general overview, the top portion of the screen is used to graphically set each step to
specific values and the bottom half is used to record, review, and save each step.
Each step within a recipe includes a final and initial setting. These different settings can
be viewed by clicking the “Initial” or “Final” button within control button section of the interface.
The initial setting of the step is the value that all the devices will be immediately set to at the
beginning of that step. The final setting of that step is what the values will be set to at the end. For
instance, if changing the flow rate from 100sccm initially to 1000sccm to end, the program will
slowly ramp the flow rate upwards until it ends at the final setting. There is a gradual progression
between the two points. For most devices the initial and final settings will be the same (for
instance, switching valves).

Figure 3.3: Recipe Maker_Main_2: Main sections of interface.
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Buttons
There are a variety of different buttons within the bottom half of the
Recipe Maker_Main_2 program. These buttons control the creation of the recipe. It is important
to understand the use of these buttons, so that steps are properly documented and saved.

Figure 3.4: a) Duplicate button. b) Step Change Buttons. c) Record button

Duplicate Button:
The duplicate button (Figure 3.4 a) duplicates whatever step you indicate. It adds this as a
new step following the current step you are on. If you are on current step 1 and you click
duplicate, it will add the new duplicated step as step 2 and push back all the pre-existing steps. It
will duplicate both the initial and the final values for the step indicated.
Step Change Button:
The step change buttons (Figure 3.4 b) page up and down the current steps. This can also
be done by clicking the arrows next to the current step indicator box. By clicking on the button
marked “initial” it will change its value to “final”. This allows you to toggle in between the initial
and final phases of each step.
Record Button:
The record button (Figure 3.4 c) must be clicked after every change to the current step.
This records the changes to the actual recipe. If you do not click the record button, your changes
will be lost.
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Figure 3.5: a) Delete button. b) Insert button. c) Save and Load buttons.

Delete Button:
The delete button (Figure 3.5 a) deletes the current step entirely; both initial and final
phases.
Insert Button:
The insert button (Figure 3.5 b) adds a new step following the current step.
Save and Load Buttons:
The save button (Figure 3.5 c) saves the recipe to a file. You are prompted for a file
name. The load button (Figure 3.5 c) loads a previous recipe to be viewed or changed.
Note about Saving:
Do not use underscores in the recipe name because it will cut off everything after the
underscore. Spaces are ok to use. It will save the recipe in 4 different formats (Boolean, string,
cluster, and double). When loading recipes into either program, you may use any of the 4
formats.

Figure 3.6: a) Recipe Base Name indicator. b) Stop Program button. c) Clear Display button
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Recipe Base Name:
The Recipe Base Name (Figure 3.6 a) indicates the name of the recipe loaded, or the
name of the previous recipe used. If you have not yet saved your recipe under a new name, it will
show the name of the previous recipe used. Be certain to save your recipe at the end of creation!
The base name will update once it is saved.
Stop Program Button:
The stop program button (Figure 3.6 b) is an emergency stop button. Try to use the stop
button built into LabVIEW at the top left of the screen.
Clear Display Button:
To use the Clear Display Button (Figure 3.6 c), you must choose the initial and final part
of each step separately. The clear display button “clears” all the steps to a preset condition
(Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Screenshot of clear display settings.
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Valves and Devices:
The top half of the Recipe Maker_Main_2 interface provides a visual representation of
the gas piping within the test stand. Various devices and valves are represented using different
buttons, switches, and control boxes. MFCs are represented in a cluster format including an LED
and two control boxed. Switching valves are represented as switches and shutoff valves are
shown as LED buttons.

Figure 3.8: a) MFC representation. b) GSV valve in green position. c) GSV valve in red position.

Mass Flow Controllers (MFCs):
The MFC representation within the LabVIEW program (Figure 3.8 a) includes multiple
indicators and controls:
•Small green indicator light in top left controls whether MFC is ON or OFF.
•Setpoint controls the desired flow rate for the MFC. The user sets this value.
•Flow is NOT a control value. It is the actual flow rate read from the MFC. It is an
indicator value.
Note Regarding Setpoints:
Setpoint is the intended gas flow rate. Max setpoint for valves 1, 2, and 7 are 2000sccm.
Max setpoints for valves 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 200sccm. These flow rates are calibrated for Nitrogen.
To use a different gas, you must use Gas Conversion Factors.
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Switching (GSV) Valves:
GSV valves are switching valves. They are always open in that they do not have an “off”
position; they are connected to either one side or the other at all times. The GSV representation in
LabVIEW is shown in Figure 3.8 b and c. The red line represents the direction that the gas can
flow in each position.

Figure 3.9: a) ESV valve representation. b) Device Under Test chamber. c) Purge outlet port.

On/off Valves (ESVs):
On/off valves are simple valves that can either be on (open) or closed (off). The
LabVIEW representation of the on/off valves is shown in Figure 3.9a. There are two settings for
these valves:
•Green is on/open (Figure 3.9 a)
•Red is off/closed
Device Under Test (DUT):
The LabVIEW representation for the device chamber is shown in Figure 3.9b. The top
gas line is usually used as the input to the chamber and the bottom gas line as the output.
Purge Outlet:
Within LabVIEW there is a node marked as the Purge Outlet (Figure 3.9 c). This leads to
the vacuum pump for leak checking and to the vent for venting gas.
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Figure 3.10: Voltage, current, and time controls for the DUT.

Voltage, Current, and Timing Controls:
The control boxes shown in Figure 3.10 dictate the experiment conditions for the DUT:
•Voltage Used is the voltage you need for your experiment.
•I compliance is the compliance current (current limit).
•Hold Time is the time you want the system to wait before starting to collect data.
•Iactual is the collected current data.

Figure 3.11: Step time control.

Step Time:
The step time control (Figure 3.11) controls the length of the current step. Step time can
vary for each different step. However, the step time should be the same value for the initial and
final part of each step. For example: Step 1 initial, step time = 1 minute; step 1 final, step time = 1
minute.
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Making a recipe with Recipe Maker_Main_2:
This section will walk through a general flow for how to create recipes and then the
creation of two example recipes using the Recipe Maker_Main_2 program.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
To protect against leakage, the first and last steps (initial AND final) of any recipes must
switch all two-way valves off, all three-way valves to the red, pneumatics off, position and
setpoints to zero.
The recipe can have as many steps as needed. Once finished making a recipe, SAVE.
Then stop the program by clicking on the stop button in the top left of the LabVIEW window
(small red stop sign).

Figure 3.12: Flow Diagram for General Recipe Creation

General Steps for Creating a Recipe:
Shown in Figure 3.12 is the flow diagram for creating a general recipe. These are steps
that should always be completed while creating and running a recipe. For each recipe, the initial
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and final steps need to be set to zero to insure against gas leakage. Each sequence in between
these steps can be completely unique. The recipe must always be saved after creation so that it
can be opened with the Run_Recipe program. The Multi Gas Controller needs to be powered on
and the flow must be on for the MFCs to insure that LabVIEW can properly control the flow
rates.
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Beginning of Example Recipe 1:
Desired Sequence:
Rotate through valves 1, 2, 6, 3, and 4 (note: valve 5 is not hooked up) for 1 minute each
at a flow rate of 100sccm. The gas assumed is Nitrogen so there does not need to be a conversion
factor involved.

First, STOP the program and then Restart it by clicking the run arrow:
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Next: Set Step 1 Initial. All valves are set to red, the setpoints are zero, and the MFCs are
OFF to insure against leakage. Press Record.

Set Step 1 Final to the same as Step 1 Initial to insure against leakage. Press Record.
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Step 2 Initial: Turn on valve 1, MFC1, and valves leading to DUT. Set MFC 1 Setpoint to
100. Press Record.

Set Step 2 Final to the same as Step 2 Initial. Press Record.
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Set Step 3 Initial: Turn Valve 2 on, MFC 2 on, and valves leading to DUT on. Set MFC 2
Setpoint to 100. Press Record.

Set Step 3 Final to the same as Step 3 Initial. Press Record.
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Set Step 4 Initial: Turn Valve 6 on, MFC 6 on, and valves leading to DUT on. Set MFC 6
Setpoint to 100. Press Record.

Set Step 4 Final to the same as Step 4 Initial. Press Record.
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Set Step 5 Initial: Turn Valve 4 on, turn MFC4 on, and turn on valves leading to DUT.
Set MFC4 setpoint to 100. Press Record.

Set Step 5 Final to the same as Step 5 Initial. Press Record.
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Set Step 6 Initial: All valves to red, all MFCs OFF, and all setpoints to zero to insure
against leakage.

Set Step 6 Final to the same as Step 6 Initial: all valves are red, all MFCs are off, and all
setpoints are zero to insure against leakage.
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Delete any extra steps if the program started with them, or leave them because the step
time is 0 min for all of them!

SAVE THE RECIPE!
Do not use underscores in the recipe name because it will cut off everything after the underscore.
Spaces are ok to use. It will save the recipe in 4 different formats (Boolean, string, cluster, and
double). When loading recipes into either program, you may use any of the 4 formats.
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STOP the LabVIEW program by clicking on the Red Stop Button. When the program has
stopped, the grid in the background will appear. If the program is running, there will be no grid in
the background.
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Using RunRecipe_Main_2:
Once the recipe has been created and saved with the Recipe Maker program, the next step
is to run the recipe. RunRecipe_Main_2 is found within the same folder as Recipe
Maker_Main_2. RunRecipe_Main_2 has a large interface then the recipe making program. It
includes a section that resembles the recipe maker gas diagram while also including new sections.
These sections are used to monitor the MFC flow rates, track time, control the recipe, and
measure the device.
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Overview of RunRecipe_Main_2 Layout:

Figure 3.13: Gas Piping Section

Figure 3.13 is the view of gas piping in RunRecipe. It is the same screen that is shown in
Recipe Maker. This will show the current step and settings of the valves and MFCs while the
recipe is running. This is an interactive screen so the user can change the settings in real time and
use the manual update button to adapt their recipe as needed.

Figure 3.14: a) MFC graphs. B) Device current graph.
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In Figure 3.14a, the MFC graphs are shown. They are located directly below the gas
piping section. These track the flow rates of all 8 MFCs as the program is running. This is used to
track whether the flow rates are responding correctly. The graph shown in Figure 3.14b is to the
right of the gas piping section. This displays the current vs. time through the DUT.
Note about Device Current Graph: Data is only collected using this program if the
computer is connected to the HP parameter analyzer using a GPIB cable.

Figure 3.15: Control Panel

Figure 3.15 is the control panel for the RunRecipe program. It is located in the bottom
right of the screen. This allows you to see the overall time that the recipe has running, the step
number, and manage the recipe that is running.
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Control Panel Descriptions:

Figure 3.16: Recipe Running light, time indicators, and step number indicator.

Recipe Running:
The Recipe Running light (Figure 3.16) is an indicator LED that shows whether the
recipe is currently running or not. If the light is blinking green than the recipe is running and data
is being collected. If the light is not blinking than the recipe is not being run.
Time Indicators:
There are multiple time indicators in this section (Figure 3.16). “Overall Time” displays
how many total minutes the recipe has been running. “Next step time” displays the minute mark
where the next step will begin. “Time in current step” displays how many minutes the program
has been running the current step.
Step #:
Step Number (Figure 3.16) displays which step is currently being run.

Figure 3.17: a) Update Interval Controls. b) Run, Stop, Manual Update, Load, and Simulation Controls.
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Update Interval (Slow Devices):
The Update Interval (Slow Devices) control is shown in Figure 3.17a. This controls the
length of the update intervals for the MFCs.
Update Interval (Fast Devices):
The Update Interval (Fast Devices) control is shown in Figure 3.17a. This controls the
length of the update intervals for the HP.
Note: this program only collects data from the HP parameter analyzer if there is a GPIB
cable between the computer and the HP device.
Run Recipe:
The Run Recipe button (Figure 3.17b) starts running the recipe. After loading the recipe,
wait about a minute before actually running the recipe.
Stop Button:
The Stop Button (Figure 3.17b) is the EMERGENCY stop button.
Manual Update:
The Manual Update button (Figure 3.17b) is used to manually change settings without
loading an entirely new recipe. You change the settings using the gas piping diagram which looks
exactly like the Recipe Maker program. After adjusting the settings press the Manual Update
“GO” button which will then update it.
Simulating Hardware Switch:
The Simulating Hardware Switch (Figure 3.17b) is only used for debugging the program
without any hardware connected.
HP Data Collect Switch:
The HP Data Collect Switch (Figure 3.17b) allows you to collect current data using the
HP 4155 parameter analyzer.
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Load:
The Load button (Figure 3.17b) lets you load a recipe from the recipe folder. The name of
that recipe file will then appear in the “Recipe Base File Name” indicator line.

Figure 3.18: Datafilename Slow Devices and Fast Devices Indicators

Datafilename Slow Devices:
The Datafilename Slow Devices indicator (Figure 3.18) is the file name where the MFC
flow rate values will be saved. This name is automatically “test.dat” and will be overwritten every
time the program is run, unless the file name is changed to something unique.
Datafilename Fast Devices:
The Datafilename Fast Devices indicator (Figure 3.18) is the filename where the current
values will be saved from the HP device. This name is automatically “Fasttest.dat” and will be
overwritten also unless the file name is changed to something unique.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Before running recipe be certain that the MGC is on and that the flow for all the MFCs is
on!
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Software Debugging:
When this test stand was moved to our new research lab, the software was no longer
interfacing with the hardware because of the new setup. The main errors encountered were within
the LabVIEW programs. After pressing the “Run” button in the Run_Recipe program, the
following errors (Figure 3.19) would appear. LabVIEW was not communicating correctly with
the physical equipment. It did not know which valve corresponded to which output line in the PCI
cards.

Figure 3.19: LabVIEW error encountered for every gas valve called within the program.

Solution:
These errors were fixed by manually adding each of the tasks to the NI Measurement &
Automation Explorer. Using the DAQ port connections list (shown in table 1) each valve had to
be added to the Measurement & Automation Explorer so that LabVIEW would associate them
with the correct Port.Line designation. Each task added had to be named the exact same name that
it was called within the LabVIEW programs (Figure 3.20).
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Solenoid
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

6515 pin number
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Device
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

designation
Port.Line
P4.0
P4.1
P4.2
P4.3
P4.4
P4.5
P4.6
P4.7
P5.0
P5.1
P5.2
P5.3
P5.4
P5.5
P5.6
P5.7
P6.0
P6.1
P6.2
P6.3
P6.4
P6.5
P6.6
P6.7

Name
GSV6
ESV6
ESV1
ESV2
GSV3
ESV3
GSV4
ESV4
GSV5
ESV5

GSV9
GSV10
ESV7
SDI
GSV8
TPI1
TPI2

Table 3.1: DAQ port connections list

How to add Tasks in NI Measurement & Automation Explorer:
Open the Start Menu and then open Measurement & Automation Explorer by National
Instruments. On the left hand side of the screen, in the toolbar titled “Configuration”
go into My System, Data Neighborhood, and then NI-DAQmx Tasks. This is where all the tasks
were added for LabVIEW to be able to access the correct outputs. Right click on NI-DAQmx
Tasks and choose to “Create New NI-DAQmx Task”. A pop up window will appear. Choose
“Digital I/O” and then “Line Output”. Choose “Dev1 (PCI-6515)”. Choose the port and line
combination depending on the device being connected (Table 3.1). The BPR (back pressure
regulator) is added as an unused pin because it is a manual device. It is assigned to port7/line0.
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Figure 3.20: List of tasks that have been added manually to NI Measurement & Automation Explorer
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
Semiconductor gas sensors are a significant area of exploration for the improvement of
gas detection. Nanostructures show promise as sensors due to their enhanced sensitivity. The
chemical test stand required to analyze these devices accurately has been described. The software
programs have been analyzed and explained.
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Appendix A
Hardware

Plastic Tubing Setup:
Material List for Plastic Tubing Setup:
•1/4 inch plastic tubing
•1/4 inch Stainless Steel Swagelok Parts:
•Five Swagelok Tee Unions
•One Swagelok Elbow Union
•One Swagelok-to-Male-NPT Connector
•Five Female-VCR-to-Swagelok Connectors
•One Male-VCR-to-Swagelok Connector
•Ferrules
•Gaskets
•Various Wrenches
Swagelok Setup:
We routed Nitrogen from the wall supply to MFCs 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7. To accomplish
this, we used the Swagelok-to-Male-NPT connector to attach plastic tubing to the Nitrogen
supply. To connect to the gas piping we needed to use Female and Male VCR-to-Swagelok
connectors (it varied depending on the pre-existing setup) to connect to plastic tubing. The plastic
tubing then connected to either an Elbow Union or a Tee Union. These Unions were then
connected together with plastic tubing and connected to the Nitrogen supply.
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a)Tee Union. b) Chain of Tee Unions used for Plastic Tubing.

VCR fitting installation instructions:
To connect VCR fittings properly, put the gasket in between the male and female ends.
Tighten to finger-tight. And then tighten 1/8 turn for SS gaskets using a wrench. You cannot
disassemble and reassemble VCR fittings with the same gasket. You cannot reuse gaskets!
However, a new gasket can be used to reassemble the fitting. Make sure not to reassemble the
piping without a gasket as it can harm the fittings.
Swagelok fitting installation instructions:
To connect Swagelok fittings to plastic tubing correctly, insert plastic tubing into
Swagelok as far as possible. Make sure Swagelok end has ferrules. Rotate the nut finger-tight.
Mark the nut at the 6 o’clock position. Hold the fitting body steady and tighten the nut 1 ¼ turns
to the 9 o’clock position. Swagelok tube fittings can be disassembled and reassembled many
times. Ferrules can be reused.
Contact Information for Fittings:
Pittsburgh Valve & Fitting
49 Meade Ave
Pittsburgh PA 15202
(412) 761-3212
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Appendix B
Software
Recipe Example 2:
Desired Sequence:
Using Valve 1 for 2 min, from 1000 sccm to 100 sccm. Using Valve 2 for 1 min from
100 sccm to 200 sccm. The gas being used is Nitrogen so no Gas Conversion Factors are
necessary.
First: Click the Run Button to start LabVIEW

Next: Set Step 1 Initial. All valves are set to red, the setpoints are zero, and the MFCs are
OFF to insure against leakage. Press Record.
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Set Step 1 Final to the same as Step 1 Initial to insure against leakage. Press Record.

Set Step 2 Initial: Turn Valve 1 on, MFC1 on, and valves leading to DUT on. Set setpoint
to 1000 sccm. Press Record.
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Set Step 2 Final to the same as Step 2 Initial EXCEPT the setpoint is set to 100 sccm.
Press record.

Set Step 3 Initial: Turn Valve 2 on, MFC 2 on, and all valves leading to DUT on. Set
MFC 2 setpoint to 100 sccm. Press Record.
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Set Step 3 Final to the same as Step 3 Initial EXCEPT the setpoint for MFC 2 is set to
200 sccm. Press Record.

Set Step 4 Initial to insure against leakage: all valves are red, all MFCs are off, and all
setpoints are zero.
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Step Step 4 Final to insure against leakage. All valves are red, all MFCs are off, and all
setpoints are zero.

SAVE the recipe.
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STOP the LabVIEW program.
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